Emergencies Don’t Stop and Neither Should You

What if you could continue to create calls, assign and track units, and issue case numbers from your local workstation with accurate timestamps during an outage?

With Caliber CAD - you can!

ABOUT

Our Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) software enables dispatchers, responders and commanders to collaborate in real-time, across agency, discipline, and location boundaries. Using configurable workflow options, administrators gain the ability to optimize speed and accuracy, promote best practices and assure compliance with local policies.

Disconnected Operations
- Keep Working if Server Disconnects
- Automatic Catch-up
- Your Community Stays Safe

Actionable Data
- All NCIC Queries Returned in One Format
- Make Your Data Work for You
- Improve Officer Safety

Dedicated GIS Department
- Accurate Maps Mean Real-time Information
- Turn-by-turn Directions for First Responders
- Improved AVL

CLIENT QUOTE

“I have really enjoyed working with Caliber on our new CAD system. This system has been a wonderful improvement to our E911 center. The technicians, trainers and customer service personnel have greatly surpassed anyone I have used in the past. The CAD system is easy to use both on the Administrative and Dispatch side. I wholeheartedly recommend CAD NG for any agency that needs a top of the line system with great customer support.”

-Alisha Evans, 911 Coordinator
Bladen County, NC

https://www.caliberpublicsafety.com | 888-810-8018
CAD Technical Specifications
Caliber's CAD specifications differ between a small 1-5 dispatch position, a medium 6-10 dispatch position, and a larger 11-20 dispatch position.

CAD Workstation:
Quad-Core Processor, 2.0 GHz or better
8 GB RAM
120 GB SATA drives
1024x768 resolution, Multi-monitor capable, 512 MB or better
22” Flat Panel Monitors or better
Gigabit Network Adapters (2 required)
Window 7 (64-bit)

CAD Server:
(minimum specification for a small dispatch center)
2 Xeon Processors, 2.4 GHz or better
64 GB RAM
Hardware RAID Controller
9 600 GB, 15k rpm, SAS disks
1024x768 Video
Backup Software
Microsoft Server 2012 R2
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 R2

Please note that a thorough hardware review is included in initial set-up to determine the best hardware specification needs to meet your agency workload.

Our Vision
To lead the industry with innovative public safety software, proud to serve those who serve.

Our Mission
To provide and support public safety software solutions focused on improving situational awareness, officer safety, and community outreach.

We are committed to creating reliable software with unique information sharing ability that provides instantaneous access to critical, relevant information across multiple agencies.

Our duty of care is to deliver the highest caliber products, services, and support to the public safety community and the citizens they serve and protect.